MINCHINHAMPTON ALTERNATIVE GARDENING SHOW (MAGS)
MAGS SCHEDULE
SATURDAY 12TH SEPTEMBER 2020
Show Secretary
Peter Smith
28 Besbury Park, Minchinhampton
Tel: 01453 883611
e-mail: peter@lyonspace.co.uk
The committee decided that the show in the school hall will be cancelled this year, but after all the time we’ve had
to grow flowers and vegetables this spring and summer, an alternative means to display your produce was proposed.
The Minchinhampton Alternative Gardening Show (MAGS) takes the form of a summary of photographs of exhibits
of produce, photos, allotments, and gardens provided by the exhibitors and compiled into a digital document. There
was no judging, prizes or entry fee – just a way of showing your produce and seeing how others have managed and
the domestic science section was replaced with gardens and allotments.
The ‘event’ was open to residents of Minchinhampton and members of the Gardening Club who submitted just one
photo for each class entered, (except the photography section, where 2 photos per class were allowed).
We hope you enjoy the photos, and our thanks to all those who sent them in. Thanks also to Ian Peters for setting
the subjects and his review and comments on the
Photography section.

VEGETABLES SECTION
1. 5 medium tomatoes (approx 2.4in (60mm) dia)
Whoops, too many!

2. 10 small tomatoes (less than 1.4in (35mm) dia)

Brenda C (2)

Pete S (1)

3. Pair of courgettes (not more than 6” / 15cm long)

Lesley F (3)

4. 1 lettuce (any variety)

Lesley F (4)

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

4 potatoes (one variety) white
4 potatoes (one variety) other than white
5 carrots (one variety)
Collection of salad vegetables, 5 different kinds, on a plate max diameter 12in (30cm)
5 onions (from sets), should not be skinned

Diana & Peter L (9)

10.
11.
12.
13.

3 onions (from seed), should not be skinned
9 culinary shallots
1 cabbage (any variety) with stalk
6 runner beans

Lesley F (13) 10.8

14. 3 beetroot (4”/10cm tops allowed)
Ruler added for ‘amazement'

Diana & Peter L (14)

15.
16.
17.
18.

This season’s Longest Runner Bean (alongside a scale)
Pair of marrows for quality (12 – 15in, (30 – 38cm) long)
1 marrow – heaviest specimen – Prize: Bragging rights only this year!
A collection of 4 kinds of vegetables as listed in schedule, quantities as in single classes in schedule, on a board
(max space is 24x24in, 61x61cm)

19. Vegetable of exhibitors own choice (3 of one kind not included in vegetable classes)

Lesley F (19) 18.7

20. 6 pods of peas
21. 4 kinds of herbs for culinary use, fresh cut and displayed, without flowers
FRUIT SECTION
22. 3 apples, dessert, one variety
23. 3 apples, cooking, one variety
24. 3 pears, one variety
25. 5 plums, one variety
26. Dish of fruit (any kind)

Gooseberries, blackcurrants and cherries from Rosemary B. (26)

27. Collection of fruit (3 kinds)

Lesley F (26) 18.7
Lesley F (26)

FLOWER SECTION
Hilary K (28) Dracaenia

Lesley F (28)

28.

1 foliage plant (in a pot 8in (20cm) max dia)

29.

A vase of annuals mixed or same – 5 stems only

Carol F (29)

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

1 container of mixed garden flowers
1 container of 3 stems H.T. roses (any variety or varieties)
3 stems Floribunda (cluster) roses (any variety or colour)
1 specimen H.T. rose bloom

1 container of 5 dahlias up to 5in (15cm) diameter (any type or colour)
1 container of 3 dahlias over 5in (15cm) diameter (any type or colour)
1 container of 3 chrysanthemums (any variety except spray chrysanthemums)
1 container of 5 stems of spray chrysanthemums (any variety or varieties)
1 container of gladioli (3 spikes, any colour or colours)
A floral arrangement using only material from the garden to illustrate ‘The Green Planet’ (maximum size 24 x
24in, 61 x 61cm, height unlimited
40. A gentleman’s buttonhole
41. A lady’s corsage
42. A fragrant posy for the partially sighted, using fresh plant material only – size up to 9in (23cm) maximum
diameter

Silver Wedding – Hilary K
(31)
Lesley F (33)
Lesley F (33) 18.7

Carol F (33)

Hilary K (31)

Anniversary –
Hilary K (33)

43. 1 fuchsia plant (in a pot up to 8in (20cm)
max internal diameter

Lesley F (43)

44.
1 geranium plant (in a pot up to 8in (20cm) max internal
diameter
45.
Arrangement of foliage – no flowers or seed heads, but
can include berries, maximum size 18 x 18in, (46 x 46cm) height
unlimited
Hilary K (43)

46.
1 flowering plant other than fuchsia or
geranium (in a pot up to 8in, 20cm maximum internal
diameter)

Orchid in an 8” pot - there are 128 flowers/buds on
this plant!
Diana & Peter L (46)

Lesley F (46)

47. Display in a vase of 5 stems taken
from any flowering plant, or plants,
to be judged on quality of the
blooms. No chrysanthemums or
dahlias and no added foliage
48. A floral arrangement to illustrate
‘bumblebee heaven’ - max size 24 x
24in (61 x 61cm) height unlimited
DOMESTIC SCIENCE SECTION –
REPLACED WITH GARDENS AND
ALLOTMENTS
49. 1 photo showing a general view of
your garden during the summer

Lesley F (49)

Rose-tinted late summer evening –
back garden
Pete (49)

Front garden (49)

50.
Set of 3 photos showing progress of a single flower
bed during the growing season

April, July and August
Carol F (50)

March

Early June

Late July
Pete (50)

51. Roses – 1 photo of a rose, rose bush or climbing rose

Pete (51)
Tottering by Gently – Hilary K (51)

52. Photo of a potted plant
Lesley F (52)

Carol F (52)

Pete (52)

53. Photo of a garden feature

Climbing rose at first floor - Diana & Peter L (53)

Arch with wisteria and clematis Montana “primrose
star” – Hilary K (53)

Copper ball – Carol F (53)

54. Photo of your
allotment/greenhouse or both

Early summer set-up for lettuce and
tomatoes – Deborah (54)

55. Invitation to relax in your garden

Lesley F (55) !

56. Your satisfyingly productive allotment

Diana & Peter L
(56)

57. Your garden or allotment – best bit

Diana & Peter L (57)

PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION
A Few General Points from the Judge
The Digital age is wonderful - we can experiment with lots of angles and compositions and choose the best option all at no cost except that of time and ones sanity! A Picture out of a camera is rarely perfect. There's Always likely to
be room for improvement.


What is your subject? Which angle allows you to show it off to it's best advantage? Always always FOCUS on
the EYES and try to ensure they are visible.
 Try and tell a story.
 Avoid a distracting Background or indeed Foreground!
 Consider Cropping or Zooming.
 Have a go adjusting, Exposure, Contrast, Highlights, Shadows, Whites and Blacks if you're able.
Keep the Original. As long as you do all this from a copy and keep the Original then you can fiddle to your heart's
content and still have the ORIGINAL!
I'm happy to do an individual critique if any of you would like. I've had hundreds of my pictures torn apart in the past
and once I've picked myself up again I've often realised that the judge was right! Of course there are some of my
pictures which I am still convinced are utterly wonderful and I cannot understand or see what the Judge was banging
on about - hey ho!
Ian Peters
Ebonyian@gmail.com

(Judges’ comments in parentheses)
58. Visitors to your Garden/ Allotment anything other than Humans!
Goldfinch – (Well done for catching this. They are such
beautiful birds! A slight increase in contrast and a faster
shutter speed to increase sharpness would have helped I
feel. Also, difficult I know but the green edge at bottom left
distracts - there's always something in the way!)
Hilary K (58)

Bumblebee (common carder) – (Very well caught - They move so
quickly! The bee and top of the Mint? which is pretty well in focus is
where all the action is. I would consider a square format at the top
with the bee on the Rule of Thirds - he is very conveniently facing
inwards! Well done!) Pete (58)

Pheasant – (Well in focus and framed, well caught! Slightly greater
contrast would have improved matters and why do they always look
out of the picture?!) Hilary K (58).

Frog – (Very well seen, what a treat!Nicely centred which works
well. He's not QUITE in focus which is a shame. You might have
put a Dark? Vignette around the edge to conceal the blurred
leaf at bottom left?) Pete (58).

59. A Garden or Allotment Shed with Garden
tools. Can you make it as moody and
atmospheric as possible? Perhaps at dawn or
dusk - light and shadows are the key!

(I wish my shed was as tidy! You have an interesting
array of tools etc in the top and right two thirds with
lovely green light effects coming in through the slats.
These effects are only visible if you lighten the
image - have a go!)

Hilary K (59)

60.
The Dunkirk Spirit - Feed
the Nation or Yourselves. A
collection of, seeds, vegetables or
combination?
I'm looking for an artistic display.
(Well done, an excellent shot which tells
a story! I'm being really niggly now as
this is my favourite picture. Do you
have an old Garden Trug or basket
instead of the plastic one? This could
have linked Dunkirk with Covid a little
more? Just a thought!
Well done!)

Hilary K (60)

61. Abstract, this can be either Garden or plant
related, or anything in your house or
anywhere!
(It looks like you've ensnared the sun in a cobwebs, probably a first - well done! It has a smaller/younger
sister though?! Perhaps crop her out as well and also
crop the vertical bar and including the triangular
opaque bit on the left? Very interesting!)

Hilary K (61)

(Looks really sharp and a lovely idea! Perhaps you
could crop it square, play with the
Contrast, highlights and shadows to increase the
drama? Plus a Vignette? Have a go!) Pete (61)

(Fascinating! A meal perhaps to be avoided?! It's not Quite in focus which is a great shame. I would have cropped out the top left
so it is even more absolutely abstract! Well done!)Pete (61)

Interesting and bemusingly baffling at the same time! Well done! In focus and
well centred in the frame. I'm not too certain what it is resting on - more of the
same? Perhaps you could try a Dark? Vignette around the frame? Hilary K (61)

62.
The best thing I've seen on my Daily walk.
Absolutely anything goes - as long as you've seen
it on a walk!
C

(A very peaceful scene and the horse is beautifully in
focus and looking into the picture! There is a BUT I'm
afraid! The horizontal fence lines are very distracting as
soon as you're aware of them - you probably didn't
even see them when you took the pic!
If the horse had been standing completely clear of any
houses, posts, wires etc., that would have helped, as
would an increase in contrast. I realise it is very easy to
criticise but from a slightly different and less distracting
viewpoint it could have been a great picture!) Pete (62)

(A wonderful beastie! Slightly bright top left but nicely in focus,
well done!) Hilary K (62)
(Hello Thomas! This Iconic Friend has been lovingly grown and
nurtured. Well seen and such a wonderful idea!
There is something at bottom left which slightly detracts but this
is possibly the best angle of view. A dark or light Vignette at the
edge might have helped?
It's a shame he is not quite as sharp as he should be but overall a
lovely take!) Carol F (62)

(A lovely idea and obviously the Oxide Daisy appears to be
the principal subject. However, I can also just see two
beautiful Bee Orchids hiding in the grass/foliage!
The great joy with Digital is that you can experiment! The key
thing is to select your subject and then try various
compositions around it to see which works best. In this
instance it looks as if they are too tightly embedded in with
everything else! What a shame! Try again next year and find
one or some which stand alone and do not have a distracting
background. Also, get down low, a snail's antenna/eye view!
Very easy to say but you will be thrilled with the result!)
Lesley F (62)

(A peaceful scene directly into the light. Clearly the
Spire is important but perhaps you could have
concentrated below the roof line and adjusted the
contrast in post processing?) Pete (62)

(Wonderful Garlic in the woodland a nice
composition. The top of the picture is quite
bright, if it had been darkened or perhaps
cropped the impact of the garlic would have
been greater!) Hilary K (62)

(3 patient and I suspect adoring doggies! Well
caught and nicely vertical in the frame.)
Carol F (62)

CHILDREN’S SECTION (Exhibitors in this section do not have to be resident)
UP TO 5 YEARS OLD
63. A fruit or vegetable animal
64. A painting, any subject, up to A4 size
6 – 10 YEARS OLD
65. A single or set of decorated rocks, painted, polished, covered with sand, shells or sparkles, use your imagination,
but arrangement limited to 8” diameter (20cm).
66. A garden on a dinner plate
67. A painting or drawing of a plant or flower, max 10” x 10” (25 x 25cm)
68. An interesting photograph, max 8”x8” (20x20cm) not in a frame
11 – 16 YEARS OLD
69. Write a poem – any subject
70. A group of egg heads, with painted faces and grass or cress hair
71. An interesting photograph, max 8”x8” (20x20cm) not in a frame
72. A painting of a canal, max 10”x10” (25 x 25cm)

The Minchinhampton in Bloom event went ahead, so thanks to residents for tending those hanging baskets:
MURRAY OF MINCHINHAMPTON CUP – donated by Mr J Murray to business premises with best shop front floral
display.
THE GROVER CUP – donated by Mr P Grover and awarded to a resident living within the conservation area of the
town exhibiting the best floral display at the front of the property.
Garden vouchers (MINCHINHAMPTON IN BLOOM) will be given as prizes: 1st £20, 2nd £15, 3rd £10, and three £5
vouchers to those who are classed as highly commended.
The results of the MIB Competition are in:
1st - 8 Well Hill
2nd - 6 High St.
3rd Owl house
Highly commended - Well Hill House
For the businesses:1st - The Kitchen.
Thanks to all those who took part, and to the judges.
Cups, vouchers and certificates will be sorted in the next few weeks.

